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Voice Onset Time Enhanced User System (VOTEUS): 
a web graphic interface for the analysis of plosives’
release phases

The paper proposes an up-to-date literature review of the works using AutoVOT, a discrim-
inative large-margin learning algorithm developed for the semi-automatic measurement of 
voice onset times. In order to expand the accessibility of the tool in linguistic research, we 
present VOTEUS, a user-friendly graphic interface written in Python. The interface is con-
ceived to assist the researcher throughout the whole process of annotation, from the forced 
alignment of the corpora to the refinement of the AutoVOT tier and the extraction of the 
durations. The general aim is to speed up this phase of data analysis, providing a significant 
improvement on prevalent practice to date.
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1. Voice Onset Time: Tools for a middle-aged feature
It has been roughly fifty years since the first description of the Voice Onset Time 
(VOT) as «the interval between the release of the stop and the onset of glottal vibra-
tion, that is, voicing» was proposed in Lisker, Abramson (1964: 389). Celebrating 
this anniversary, Abramson and Whalen (2017) wrote a retrospective essay1 discuss-
ing the evolution of its denotation and some critical points, not without  proposing 
recommendations on Praat (Boersma, 2001) tiers labeling in VOT research. In the 
last paragraph, the authors give some space to a brief recollection of tools developed 
for the automatic measurement of VOT, hoping that «these systems will continue 
to improve in the coming years» (Abramson, Whalen, 2017: 84). Particular atten-
tion is dedicated to AutoVOT, described as «the most widely used system» (ibid.: 
83). In the following sections, we will describe AutoVOT and provide an up-to-date
account of its applications, highlighting the necessity to broaden its audience. We 
will then introduce Voice Onset Time Enhanced User System (VOTEUS), a web-
based interface currently in development that will facilitate the usage of AutoVOT, 
also integrating other functionalities for VOT annotation. 

1 Abramson, Whalen (2017) leads the way to a special VOT issue of the 2018 Journal of Phonetics, ded-
icated to theoretical and experimental aspects of voicing contrasts (Cho, Docherty & Whalen, 2018).
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1.1 AutoVOT: Procedures and performances

AutoVOT is a discriminative large-margin learning algorithm for VOT semi-au-
tomatic measurement originally developed by Morgan Sonderegger and Joseph 
Keshet (2012)2, and subsequently integrated in a software written in Python and 
based on declarative programming (Keshet, Sonderegger & Knowles, 2014). While 
first thought for the annotation of voiceless plosives, AutoVOT expanded its agenda 
to work with prevoiced plosives (i.e. negative VOT; Henry, Sonderegger & Keshet, 
2012) and preaspirated plosives (Sheena, Hejná, Adi & Keshet, 2017). AutoVOT
is compatible with *.wav files (16 kHz mono) and Praat textgrids (*.TextGrid). The 
algorithm can be used to train models providing *.wav files with hand-measured tex-
tgrids containing a common label (e.g. vot) as input. The trained model can later be 
applied to new *.wav files matched with textgrids structured with a tier with aligned 
intervals in order to segment the contained VOTs. The recommended, optimal tiers 
should not include more than one stop consonant and should begin 50 ms before 
the stop burst or 30 ms before the entire segment. Eventually, AutoVOT predictions 
should be checked and adjusted by a human annotator. Among the studies that 
made use of AutoVOT (see below), few actually reported precise information on 
its performance. In this aspect, Stuart-Smith, Sonderegger, Rathcke & Macdonald 
(2015) provides the most comprehensive picture and will be here summarized as an 
example of the algorithm’s potentials and problematics.

1) The aligned tiers were automatically generated, and not subsequently modi-
fied; 

2) the authors provided two different small training sets (100 VOTs from each
of five analyzed speakers per set) to generate a model for voiceless plosives 
and one for voiced plosives; 

3) after the application of the models to the inquired corpus, the phase of eval-
uation and correction of AutoVOT predictions had an astounding 1:1 ratio
between the actual duration of the annotated file and the time of human
adjustment; 

4) the variable ANNOTATOR in the statistical analysis did not hold signifi-
cance, hinting to the good quality of the semi-automatic measurement; 

5) the miscellaneous quality of the recordings contained in the inquired corpus
did not alter the effectiveness of the algorithm;

6) a total 2564 predictions were labeled as “not usable” (21,6%; 1736 voiced
stops, i.e. 29,8% and 828 voiceless ones, i.e. 7,9%), 5860 as “correct” (62,6%;
3171 voiced stops, i.e. 54,4% and 2689 voiceless ones, i.e. 76,2%) and 1474 
as “corrected” after the phase of human adjustment (15,8%; 916 voiced
stops, i.e. 15,7% and 558 voiceless ones, i.e. 15,8%)3. 

2 A first attempt by the two authors to tackle the issue of automatic VOT measurement can be read in 
Sonderegger, Keshet (2010).
3 The reported percentages refer to parts of the total number of analyzed tokens (9898; 5823 voiced 
and 4075 voiceless stops; see below). A prediction was coded as “not usable” in the case of alignment 
or transcription errors, sounds overlapping to the token production or variation phenomena hindering 
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1.2 Literature review

In this section we will provide a review of all the linguistic research and ongoing 
projects4 reporting the use of AutoVOT and indexed as such in Google Scholar5. 
Starting with studies on corpora of read speech, Chodroff, Godfrey, Khudanpur 
& Wilson (2015) applied AutoVOT on a total of 68000 tokens produced by 129 
American speakers. The authors searched for /b d g p t k/ VOT variability in 
a corpus thought to be quantitatively appropriate for observations at both the 
talker-specific and the population level. Results showed indeed significant dif-
ferences in individual productions, such as the entities of the effect of stop cate-
gory or speech rate on VOT lengths. The authors also found that the individual, 
within-category durational means and standard deviations were consistently con-
nected, and that VOT lengths were strongly correlated across the stop categories 
elicited in individual productions, pointing to structured variability of VOT pat-
terns6. 

Bang, Sonderegger, Kang, Clayards & Yoon (2018) explored the topic of a 
sound change regarding Seoul Korean aspirated plosives through the analysis of 
6849 intonational phrase-initial stops elicited by 118 speakers and contained in 
an apparent-time corpus7. The study confirms the previously retrieved distribu-
tion showing that the female speakers are leading the substitution of VOT length 
with f0 patterns as primary phonological cue of the aspirated series; moreover, the 
change has slowed down in recent years, hinting to its near completion. The fre-
quency of a word is positively correlated with both the degree of VOT reduction 
for aspirated plosives and f0 contrast enhancement; since this last result is contra-

the realization of the token as a plosive.
4 From the moment that the main goal of this section is to create a broader understanding of the 
potentialities of the tool in actual linguistic inquiries, we will exclude from the review the project pa-
pers stating the intent to integrate AutoVOT in other tools for linguistic analysis, such as McAuliffe, 
Stengel-Eskin, Socolof & Sonderegger (2017). In the review, we will focus our attention on the results 
of the experiments concerning VOT measures, with the caveat that VOT is not always the only, nor t
the main feature analyzed in the reported research.
5 We are well aware that the transparency practices concerning the use of software in linguistic research 
are not homogeneous among the different subfields of the discipline. However, phonetics reportedly 
values the quotation of the equipment (Berez-Kroeker, Gawne, Kung, Kelly, Heston, Holton, Pulsifer, 
Beaver, Chelliah, Dubinsky, Meier, Thieberger & Woodbury, 2018: 9-10) so that we hope that our 
search will result exhaustive. 
6 Chodroff, Wilson (2017) confirmed these results comparing the data with hand-labelled produc-
tions in a laboratory setting, while increasing the number of tokens annotated with AutoVOT (88725 
tokens, 180 speakers). In this study, the authors present an extensive discussion on the implications 
of these outcomes for structural constraints on phonetic systems and perceptual adaptation. Finally,
Chodroff, Wilson (2018) replicated the findings through the semiautomatic annotation of 96357 
VOTs from the same corpus, also describing a similar structured variability for plosives’ center of grav-
ity and onset f0 in the following vowel.
7 Partial results from this study (5888 tokens) can be found in Bang, Sonderegger, Kang, Clayards & 
Yoon (2015). In Bang (2017) the data is further compared to corpus-retrieved American English (126 
speakers, 4208 tokens) and German (118 speakers, 2660 tokens) read speech.
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ry to typological expectations, the authors suggest that the f0 enhancement is an 
adaptive change to the VOT reduction. On the other hand, the presence of a sub-
sequent high vowel inhibits these processes, suggesting that general coarticulato-
ry lengthening mechanisms could have conditioned the modalities of the change. 
Finally, intrinsic f0 vowel differences after voiceless plosives are dampened as the 
phonological f0 distinctions arise over time. These results are discussed in rela-
tion to a potential Seoul Korean tonogenesis. 

The same research topic is investigated in Cheng (2017) from the point of 
view of South Californian Heritage Korean. 32 speakers were recruited to read a 
set of 35 words presenting fortis/lenis/aspirated stops and affricates minimal pairs.
Participants were classified in three generational levels, corresponding to different 
times and modalities of exposure to Korean and American English. The set was 
read in a fixed carrier phrase and in more naturalistic sentences, resulting in a total 
of 2240 tokens. The tonogenetic shift was well represented by the first-generation 
speakers, while the second-generation ones seemed to use primarily VOT lengths 
to express phonological distinctions. Still, a perceptual counterpart focused on lan-
guage attitudes showed that this difference alone cannot be considered a marker of 
linguistic proficiency for South Californian Koreans. The results are compared to 
similar tendencies described in other studies and interpreted in the light of poten-
tial attrition with American English.

Together with this last study, Schertz, Kang, & Han (2017) is of particular in-
terest to the aims of this section for successfully applying AutoVOT to different 
consonantal typologies. The authors gathered 11121 productions of Korean and 
Mandarin sibilants and affricates from an isolated-words reading task proposed 
to 107 bilingual speakers from the two Chinese prefecture-cities of Hunchun and 
Dandong, located at the border with North Korea. After analyzing the VOTs of all 
the tokens for the phonetic description of the phonological categories of the two 
coexisting systems, a subset of corresponding sounds is further compared to observe 
the intertwined participation of the two languages to potential sound changes. In 
regard of the corresponding affricates, results show that older interviewees equate 
the Korean and Mandarin VOT values, while peculiar trends can be observed in 
their younger counterparts. In Dandong, young speakers present a Seoul-like to-
nogenetic tendency in their Korean production, leaving the Mandarin tokens un-
affected. In Hunchun, this demographic group has shorter VOTs in both Korean
and Mandarin productions; however, no VOT merger is observable in the Korean 
phonological categories, being the change probably Mandarin-driven.

Singh, Keshet, Gencaga & Raj (2016) tackled the debated issue of VOT-physical 
age patterns, grounding their results on unprecedented quantities of tokens8 and
observed speakers (630, American English). The authors make a successful use of 
AutoVOT in also predicting the Voice Offset Times contained in the corpus, i.e. 

8 It should be noted that the exact number of VOTs is not stated in the paper. The authors report that 
all the stop plosives (/b d g p t k/) were represented at least once for each speaker in the corpus. We can 
infer that the study applies AutoVOT at least to 7560 tokens.t
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«the duration between the cessation of voicing in a voiced phoneme, and the on-
set of the burst of the subsequent plosive sound» (ibid.: 2). Contrarily to previous 
results, both these features do not show significant correlations with speakers’ age. 
The accuracy of the annotation method is believed to be an important factor in 
determining the outcome of the research. 

Chen, Xiong & Hu (2018) preferred a real-time approach to this same research 
topic. The authors extracted 1001 voiced and 2297 voiceless plosives from 40 re-
cordings of the Christmas speeches by Queen Elizabeth II ranging from 1953 to 
2016. While controlling for potentially conditioning linguistic factors, the research-
ers observed a declining trend in the amplitude of annual fluctuations in VOT pro-
ductions, parallel to a similar tendency in VOT mean values. These findings are 
tentatively interpreted as dependent from physiological factors of vocal aging. 

Goldrick, Keshet, Gustafson, Heller & Needle (2016) studied VOT durations 
of the slips of the tongue occurring during tongue twisters. 34 American English
speakers were invited to read the materials in time to a metronome. The twisters 
were composed by monosyllabic stimuli selected to differ just by the sonority of the 
first plosive, with four different typologies (ABBA, BAAB, ABAB, BABA). 68000 
tokens were segmented with AutoVOT. The slip of the tongue was defined as a 
deviation from a normal VOT duration in the direction of the other member of the 
twister (e.g., /b/ with long VOTs and /p/ with short releases). The switching pat-
terns (ABBA, BAAB) showed errors with smaller degree of VOT deviations than 
those from the alternating ones. Moreover, erroneous productions had a higher de-
gree of variation than the correct ones. The authors discuss their acquisitions in 
the light of the two proposed explanatory factors for this kind of speech errors, i.e. 
planning and articulatory processes, finally suggesting an integrated account.

Coming to the analyses of large corpora of spontaneous speech, Stuart-Smith, 
Sonderegger, Ratchke & Macdonald (2015)9 studied 9898 voiceless and voiced10

plosives uttered in Glaswegian vernacular by 23 working-class women. Two clusters 
of recordings were taken into account, one from the 1970s and the other from the
2000s; three age groups were established per cluster, searching for proofs of a his-
torical process of VOT lengthening in the inquired variety. Elderly speakers from 
the 1970s had significantly shorter VOTs than their younger counterparts; in the 
2000s, the situation is reversed, with the least pronounced aspirations uttered by 
the youngest speakers. These two different directions underline a sociophonetic 
potential of VOT related to speakers’ age in Glaswegian. Moreover, the fact that 
middle-aged and old speakers from the 2000s showed longer VOTs than their re-
spective age groups from the 1970s seems to suggest a real-time lengthening. The 
aberrant results from the youngest group from the 2000s is tentatively explained in 

9 Stuart-Smith, Ratchke, Sonderegger & Macdonald (2015) reported preliminary results from 12 
speakers and 6125 tokens, reduced to 3012 reliable measures.
10 As of 2015, the algorithm for negative VOTs (Henry et al., 2012) did not prove to be reliable; as 
consequence, all the voiced plosives observed in this study had positive VOTs. This problem seems to 
be somehow resolved at the time of Solanki (2017) (see below).
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reference to a reported tendency of this demographic cluster to follow vernacular 
patterns of speech: in this case, Scots is known for its short VOTs, whereas Scottish 
Standard English has longer values, more similar to Anglo-English. 

Sonderegger, Bane & Graff (2017)11 took 25584 VOT durations from the speech 
of twenty participants to a British reality television show produced over more than 
fifty consecutive days. The research goal was to describe individual speech dynamics 
in medium term. Time dependence was pervasive in the productions of all the par-
ticipants; in particular, by-day variability was the norm, while time trends interested 
around half of the observations. This result somehow conciliates the concepts of 
individual dynamicity in short-time and individual stability in long-time, from the 
moment that not all the daily fluctuations have the potential to become consistent 
change. Moreover, the study bore little evidence of overall convergence over time 
between the productions of the participants, challenging the assumptions of change 
by accommodation theories. However, a consistent convergence between the val-
ues of two participants after their romantic engagement was observed, hinting to 
the fact that strong social bonds represent a determinant factor in such dynamics. 
Finally, the participants showed different estimates of phonetic plasticity: the au-
thors suggest that this parameter is central in determining the role of a speaker as 
innovator or early adopter in language change.

Two Ph.D. dissertations cited AutoVOT for the segmentation of semi-spon-
taneous productions in laboratory tasks. Turnbull (2015) used the algorithm to 
segment 1748 VOT tokens derived from an experiment with 19 participants, in 
the framework of listener-oriented accounts of predictability-based phonetic re-
duction. The participants sat in front of a screen, that showed highlighted words 
beginning with a plosive. The task was to instruct a confederate to click on the same 
word on his other screen, without the possibility of directly viewing it but being 
instructed that the two supports were showing the same elements. The researcher 
tested for the effect on VOT length of stop place, context (the fact that the word 
had no minimal pairs, or had minimal pairs without competitors on screen, or had 
minimal pair with competitors on screen), phonological neighborhood density, log 
frequency and individual scores to assess the extent of the Theory of Mind of the 
participants. Surprisingly enough, only the place of articulation had a significant 
effect, probably due to the choice of the experimental materials. 

Solanki (2017) studied speech accommodation in live conversation in a labo-
ratory setting. 12 female participants from Glasgow were recruited and paired to 
verbally interact in front of two separated screens with the aim of finding a number 
of small graphic differences between elements placed in three different scenarios. 
A total of 14494 (negative and positive) VOTs was retrieved during these sessions. 
Results showed that neither the previous production of the interlocutor, nor the 
position of the interaction in the course of the experiment had a significant effect 

11 Preliminary VOT results can be found in Bane, Graff & Sonderegger (2010) (circa 800 manually 
segmented VOTs), Sonderegger (2012) (6494 tokens, from manual annotations and automatic meas-
urements) and Sonderegger (2015) (20822 tokens analyzed with AutoVOT).
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causing convergence. However, interaction length proved to be a significant factor 
in VOT accommodation. The author infers that, while the time of communicative 
contact does not imply phonetic convergence per se, the content of the contact is 
crucial in assessing the will of cooperating. In this case, longer interactions were a 
signal of more difficult tasks, triggering convergent behaviors.

Finally, two research projects are planning to implement AutoVOT for the anal-
ysis of spontaneous productions. Chen, Kozbur & Yu (2015) transcribed fifteen
years of oral arguments (1998-2013, 975 hours of recordings) that took place at 
the U.S. Supreme Court for the sake of analyzing speech accommodation phenom-
ena. While preliminary results are available for vowel formants, the authors will also 
check for convergence in VOT values. Singh, Raj & Gencaga (2016) lists the voice 
onset time among those “stable” sub-phonemic features that could be of help in 
the field of forensic anthropometry from voice. The idea is to automatically extract 
VOT values from short audio segments involved in criminal activities, such as hoax 
calls (Singh, Keshet & Hovy, 2016), to infer physical features of the culprit facilitat-
ing the process of profiling. 

1.3 Discussion

The proposed review highlights the versatility of the tool, that proved its usefulness 
in disparate research conditions (from real-time to apparent-time corpora, from lab 
speech to spontaneous and read speech), for very diverse corpus dimensions (from 
1748 to 96357 VOTs) and topics of investigation (individual differences, sociopho-
netic values, interactional processes etc.). A concept recurring in the summarized 
studies is that automatic segmentation procedures are a key factor for exploring 
new nuances of the VOT feature, and grounding previous results on more adequate 
quantities of observations. However, in six years since Sonderegger, Keshet (2012), 
the algorithm was adopted in just 13 research projects, including Ph.D. theses and 
ongoing works. In addition to that, the direct involvement in 6 of these research 
of one of the original authors of AutoVOT definitely catches the eye12. Among the 
many factors that could explain these numbers, our take is that the level of accessi-
bility of the technology at hand should not be taken lightly, especially in a field that 
dwells in deeply-rooted interdisciplinarity. Linguists have to master a wide variety 
of competences, both humanistic and scientific. The lack of expertise in one of its 
essential components results in being detrimental to the field itself13ff , e.g. precluding 
the access to convenient tools. One possible solution resides in the development 
of user-friendly graphic interfaces apt to lighten the burden of specific tasks on re-
search projects. The academic community is already working in this direction, with 
the planning of web-based interfaces such as DARLA (Reddy, Stanford, 2015) for 
semi-automated forced alignment and vowel extraction. In particular, the project 

12 In line with this fact, Solanki (2017) was written under the supervision of Stuart-Smith at the 
University of Glasgow.
13 On this topic, see e.g. the informal sarcasm chosen by Foulkes (2015) to describe sociophonetics at 
the ICPhS dedicated session. S
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of Visible Vowels (Heeringa, Van de Velde, 2017), an internet tool for vowel plot-
ting, normalization and analysis of dynamic features, puts great emphasis on its 
user-friendliness and accessibility (ibid.: 4034)14. It is from these premises that we
present here Voice Onset Time Enhanced User System (VOTEUS), an open-access 
framework for semi-automatic VOT annotation of speech corpora. 

2. VOTEUS
The framework Voice Onset Time Enhanced User System (VOTEUS) that we 
present in this paper is a tool intended to bridge the gap between the linguistic 
and computer science knowledge domains in the usage of AutoVOT. Our goal is 
to provide an intuitive interface to configure and run the algorithm on large speech 
corpora, without requiring any computer programming skills and therefore allow-
ing everyone to exploit all AutoVOT’s capabilities. More than that, we provide a 
set of functionalities that guide the user to easily generate fully annotated VOT 
datasets starting from raw speech recordings and their transcriptions. In particular 
we integrate a forced alignment routine to provide initial speech segments on which 
AutoVOT can be applied and we developed an intuitive interface within VOTEUS 
to manually refine the predicted VOT tiers, in order to produce high quality anno-
tations. Furthermore, VOTEUS has been developed keeping in mind a modular 
software structure. This allows it to be extended and integrated with additional 
methods for detecting VOT and possibly compare them with AutoVOT. In the fol-
lowing we provide an overview of VOTEUS’ architecture and organization and ex-
plain its main use cases, namely corpus inspection, semi-automatic annotation and 
training AutoVOT models. VOTEUS is currently under development for Linux 
and Windows operating systems and is going to be released under the MIT license, 
therefore allowing users to include and modify its source code within other pro-
jects. An alpha release of VOTEUS is scheduled to be released in early 2019. Code 
and installation guide will be available for download at the following link: https://
github.com/fedebecat/VOTEUS.

2.1 Architecture

VOTEUS is organized into two software components: a backend that integrates 
and extends the functionalities of AutoVOT and the actual graphical user interface 
(GUI) for controlling and invoking these functionalities. This architectural choice 
keeps the control logic separate from the user interface, which reflects in a better 
code maintenability and implements the concept of separation of concerns by en-
capsulating different logical modules into separated software components15. We de-

14 This point was also firmly made during a presentation of Visible Vowels held by Van de Velde at the 
Scuola Normale Superiore of Pisa (28/04/17).
15 The concept of Separation of Concerns was initially introduced in Dijikstra (1982) and nowadays 
is at the basis of the most diffused architectural design patterns such as Model-View-Control (MVC).
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veloped our backend framework in Python, by creating wrappers for AutoVOT and 
integrating them into a Flask16 webserver which exposes the GUI in the form of an 
interactive web page, that runs in the browser. We adopted a web-based solution de-
veloped in Python more than integrating our system into existing tools or external 
engines such as Praat (Boersma, 2001) to focus on portability and diffusion among 
inexperienced users. Moreover, the advantages of this choice are twofold, in the one 
hand we provide a familiar environment to the user, minimizing the cognitive bur-
den required to learn how to utilize the system, on the other we could exploit the 
vast resource of available libraries and toolkits for web development available on-
line. The resulting user interface has been developed in JavaScript, largely exploiting 
jQuery17 and the wavesurfer.js18 and Google Chart Libraries19. All styling materials 
have been taken from the resources of materializecss20. Whereas our framework is 
developed as a web-based interface, we propose VOTEUS as a standalone applica-
tion to be run on personal computers/workstations and not as a remote application 
accessible online, since users would need to upload and store large amounts of data 
for their corpora. At the same time it should be noted that remote access to interact 
with a VOTEUS instance could be easily enabled. To maintain compatibility with 
others systems we rely on the same data representation formats used by AutoVOT, 
in particular we store all audio annotations in textgrid files. VOTEUS is thought 
to handle different speech datasets that can be added to the framework simply in-
cluding a folder to its search path. Also in this case we refer to AutoVOT specifica-
tions for input files (see above). In Figure 1 a schematic representation of the main 
modules and functionalities of our system is shown, depicting how the interface 
interacts with the data through the backend.

Figure 1 - Sc hematic representation of VOTEUS’ architecture. Data is stored on the disk and read 
by the backend. The interface allows the user to browse the data and call the functions exposed by the 

backend. The generated annotations are then saved back on the disk by the backend

16 Flask is a Python based micro-framework for developing web applications (http://flask.pocoo.
org/).
17 https://jquery.com/.
18 We used the wavesurfer.js library (https://wavesurfer-js.org/) in combination with the spectrogram 
plugin (http://wavesurfer-js.org/example/spectrogram/).
19 https://developers.google.com/chart/.
20 http://materializecss.com/waves.html.
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2.2 Corpus inspection

The simplest functionality offered by VOTEUS is to display large speech corpora 
in an aggregated fashion, in order to interactively inspect all the available annota-
tions. Figure 2 shows how this is presented to the user through the interface. Once 
a corpus is loaded in the interface, the user can navigate through all the *.wav files 
and study their waveforms and spectrograms. A temporal representation of all the 
available tiers in the textgrid annotation file is shown and the user can highlight the 
correspondent interval in the audio representation (waveform and spectrogram) by 
simply clicking on the tier of interest. If multiple types or tiers are present in the 
textgrid, they are stacked inside the interface and color coded for simple inspection. 
Figure 3 depicts three different details of the interface, showing how the user can in-
teract with the annotations by clicking on the tiers. The selected audio file can also 
be reproduced, both in its entirety or focusing on specific tier intervals. For long 
audio files, the waveform and spectrogram can be zoomed-in and out to examine 
the details of the recording at a fine-grained level.

 Figure 2 - Main Graphical User Interface of VOTEUS. When a corpus has been loaded, 
the user can browse its files and display the corresponding waveform and spectrogram. All 

available annotations are shown in the timelines below. The user can interact with the tiers
to highlight or listen specific audio segments. The buttons in the lower part of the GUI can be 

used to call some of the functionalities of the backend.
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Figure 3 - By interacting with the annotations, the user can isolate the interested portion of the 
audio file and reproduce it. Different tiers are highlighted with different colors

2.3 Semi-automatic annotations

The most important feature provided by VOTEUS is the possibility of generating 
semi-automatic annotations of speech corpora for VOT intervals. This functional-
ity is articulated into three distinct steps:

a) Automatic forced alignment
b) Fast refinement of textgrid tiers
c) Batch annotation with a pretrained model

To generate the annotations we rely on an AutoVOT model, which can be applied 
on text segments to generate VOT predictions. Whereas this process is fully auto-
matic, it requires as input a collection of candidate speech intervals that should con-
tain no more than one stop consonant and start 50 ms before the stop burst or 30 
msec before the entire segment. To provide such segments we rely on SPPAS (Bigi, 
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2015; Bigi, Meunier, 2018), an additional tool that performs automatic forced
alignment. The term forced alignment denotes a process for determining the time 
segment of a recording that contains a given portion of a transcription. SPPAS aims 
at automatizing this process to produce annotations with a granularity that ranges 
from utterance to phoneme. To this end, SPPAS performs three sub tasks divided 
into tokenization, phonetization and time-alignment. Tokenization (text-normaliza-
tion) converts input text into a linguistic representation with standardized and ordi-
nary words, phonetization applies a grapheme-to-phoneme translation and finally 
time-alignment deals with aligning the sequence of phonemes to the speech signal. 
SPPAS is provided with resources for multiple languages21, but the authors state that 
most of the algorithms have been developed to be as much language-independent 
as possible and that adding a new language reduces to integrating a few resources 
such as lexicons and dictionaries. This aspect of SPPAS, in combination with the 
ready-to-use Python bindings for automatic phonetic segmentation, is what moti-
vated our choice towards this tool. We wrapped SPPAS inside VOTEUS’ backend 
and it can be easily invoked by the interface to obtain candidate intervals on which 
to apply AutoVOT. Since AutoVOT input requirements are quite strict, to provide 
better search intervals we implemented a fast refinement procedure for allowing the 
user to modify existing tiers22 or adding new ones. By opening this view, VOTEUS
shows in a rapid sequence all the annotations for the selected tier for each audio 
file in the corpus. The user can examine and click directly on the spectrogram to
define the precise boundaries of the interval and move to the next annotated entry 
(Figure 4). If any modification is made, the annotations are automatically updated 
and saved to disk when the user visualizes the next annotation. This allows the user 
to rapidly skim through the annotations and adjust them without the need of going 
through the whole file. Furthermore it eliminates the apparently negligible over-
head time for manually loading individual files, displaying them and locating inter-
esting segments before performing the annotation. We argue that this procedure 
will significantly lower the time needed by an annotator to manually label segments 
of interest within a big speech corpus.

Once a set of sufficiently accurate time intervals is obtained, the user can apply 
a pretrained AutoVOT model on the whole dataset. This is a fully guided and cus-
tomizable operation that does not require any programming skill to interact with 
AutoVOT. AutoVOT’s parameters can be configured through VOTEUS and the 
output is saved directly into the textgrid of each audio file. Among the customizable 
parameters, the user can select a pretrained model, the dataset on which to apply it 
and the tier name on which to search for VOTs. All the other parameters that the 

21 Available languages are English, French, Italian, Spanish, Mandarin Chinese, Catalan, Polish, 
Portuguese, Southern Min, Cantonese, Japanese, Korean and Naija.
22 Note that we refer to a generic tier present in a textgrid, which includes the output of intermediate 
steps of our annotation procedure. This procedure in fact will also be used at a final stage to manually 
refine VOT tiers provided by AutoVOT, adding a layer of human supervision to assess the quality of 
the predictions and correct them if needed.
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original implementation of AutoVOT offers, such as the size of search window and 
the minimum and maximum length of the detectable VOTs, are fully controllable 
from the interface. This is sufficient to use VOTEUS as a proxy module to test 
AutoVOT, but if the final goal is to obtain accurate VOT annotations, the user 
can rely on the aforementioned fast tier refinement procedure to check and even-
tually adjust the predicted tiers. The advantages of this semi-automatic annotation 
pipeline therefore reflect on two important use cases: testing AutoVOT to obtain 
VOT predictions and precisely annotating a corpus with a head start provided by 
AutoVOT’s predictions.

Figure 4 - Users can refine tiers in sequence, rapidly skimming through the whole dataset. For 
precise refinements the annotation can be zoomed in and out within the interface

2.4 Training AutoVOT models

To obtain VOT detections it is necessary to use a functional AutoVOT model. 
Whereas pre-trained models can be downloaded along with AutoVOT and inte-
grated with VOTEUS, one could need to train a model suitable for the data at 
hand. Through VOTEUS we permit to train new models on a custom speech cor-
pus providing another guided procedure. Similarly to the AutoVOT evaluation 
functionalites, no programming is required and everything is configurable through 
our interface. The annotations required to train the model can be selected from an 
existing tier in the textgrid or manually defined by the user. The user can customize 
the training procedure setting all the parameters expected by AutoVOT. In Figure 
5 the training interface is shown. The required parameters that the user has to set 
are a name to save the model, the dataset to use for training and the name of the tier 
with the VOT annotations. In addition there are optional parameters for AutoVOT 
such as the VOT mark to select a subset of annotations (e.g. “vot”, “pos”, “neg”), the 
number of instances to be used and the left and right boundaries of the annota-
tion window in milliseconds relative to the VOT interval. The user can also decide 
whether to perform cross validation during training and if so which files to use as 
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validation set. The files for cross validation can be explicitly listed or selected by 
random through the selection of the “auto cross validation” option. The generated 
model is then saved into VOTEUS in order to be tested on new data. Again, for the 
sake of simplicity and compatibility, we store the trained models in the same data 
format originally used by AutoVOT.

Figure 5 - Users can customize all the parameters required by AutoVOT 
and train a model on a selected dataset

2.5 Exporting results

All the results produced within VOTEUS can be exported and reused with external 
tools. We offer a choice between different data formats to export the annotations 
generated with VOTEUS. Users can directly save from the interface the textgrid 
files to be inspected with Praat and at the same time can convert the annotations in 
textual form as a CSV (Comma Sparated Values) or save them as *.xls files for com-
patibility with Microsoft Office Excel and Apache OpenOffice Calc. We believe 
that this will allow more flexibility for researchers, without forcing them to use a 
specific tool. 

3. Conclusions
At the age of 50, it is time for Voice Onset Time to enter the field of big corpora 
analyses. The access to larger linguistic datasets allows researchers to ground their 
understanding of this sub-segmental feature on more quantitatively realistic obser-
vations; to date, this approach has proven to benefit not only acoustic phonetics 
and sociophonetics, but also cognitive laboratory methodologies. It is therefore 
necessary to abandon the traditional time-consuming research routines based on 
manual annotations and automatize the preparation of the materials. Our contribu-
tion aims to increase the accessibility of already existing tools for phonetic analysis, 
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with the final goal of assisting the researcher through the processes of text-audio 
alignment, VOTs segmentation and durations extraction. VOTEUS is currently in 
development for Linux and Windows operating systems. Future work will focus on 
providing quantitative estimates about the time saved using our interface, as well as 
the results of usability tests. A preview version of VOTEUS will be available in early 
2019 at the following link https://github.com/fedebecat/VOTEUS.
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